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CTD Officers

Major Johnson to Take Post of Commandant of State Unit

Major Paul A. Johnson, formerly CTD at the University of Missouri, has been appointed to succeed Capt. F. M. Marsh as commandant of the 20th CTD at State, according to information from the air forces flying command. Major Johnson has been in service longer than any other officer in the CTD, having come from the 20th CTD on leave at the end of World War II, and taking command of the 20th CTD here in 1943.

Hull, Eden Arrive at Soviet Parley

MICHIGAN STATE NEWS

In Campus Quarters
By SOUTHE McNEAL and RO HORDAY

... By Lichty

Grin and Bear It

THE WOMAN'S WORLD

THE SECURITY STANDARDS

AMERICAN EXPRESS
TRAVELERS CHEQUES

MEN IN SERVICE-
PROTECT YOUR CASH

Letters to Editor
Must Be Signed

Ronny wishing to write his name in the Special State News, which is distributed to the public, must sign their names to letters he writes
No guaranty will be given that letters properly signed and will be published except similar as possible
If the writer of a letter homes not with the voice to express his;
...
Yank Troops Take Nersoni; British Capture Canelo

Algeria—Three U.S. Army regiments, numbering about 1,100 men, are expected in the little port of Nersoni, where they are expected to land today. The Allied forces started moving against the German held bastion of Canelo, Sfax, where resistance has been weak. The British continue to advance, while French, who are still fighting through the town, have backed up in the case of a German counter-attack. British and French tanks and anti-tank guns are being brought in. The situation at Nersoni is expected to decide the fate of Canelo. 

The capture of Nersoni will be followed by the evacuation of the British garrison at Canelo. The Allies are expected to push on to the north of Nersoni and advance into the desert. The situation on the North African front is expected to develop rapidly, with the Allied forces closing in on Tripoli. The German and Italian forces are expected to withdraw from the region, with the Allies moving in to take control. 

DOCTOR LEE Tower Guard Alumni, AWS Begin Revision of Limitations System

MICHIGAN STATE NEWS

DOCTOR LEE (Continued from Page 1)

The revision of the limitations system is being undertaken by the AWS and Tower Guard Alumni Mrs. Don Hamilton and Mrs. C. A. Neff. The group has been working on the project for several months, and has made significant progress. The limitations system is designed to ensure that only qualified individuals are allowed to work at certain positions. The revision process involves reviewing the current system and making necessary changes to ensure its effectiveness. The group has already made several changes, and plans to continue working on the project to improve the limitations system. 

In other news, Victory Speakers who have not yet made their reservation for the November 13 meeting are urged to do so as soon as possible. The meeting is scheduled to take place at the Kent State University Union. The subject of the meeting will be the impact of World War II on the American economy and society. The meeting is open to the public, and all are encouraged to attend. 

Classified Ads

Rent A Typewriter

Instead of a Typist

1.50 for 3 days
2.00 for 1/2 month
3.50 for 1 month

These are OPA Ceiling Prices

Campus Book Store

Opposite the Union

Fine Food

HARBORNE'S

Fountain Service

That Term Paper Due?

Get It Done and Out of the Way

24 HOURS a DAY

TOGETHER WITH

LIEBERMANN'S

Near Mainland Ave.
Allied Planes Continue Night Attacks With Day Bombings

GERMANS MAKE REPARATORY RAIDS ON ENGLAND

LONDON, Oct. 18 (AP)—Allied bombers thundered back and forth across the English channel today in fresh challenges to the enemy’s aerial defense after night attacks by the RAF on objectives in Berlin, western Germany and occupied territory.

There was some indication that today’s operations were large scale raids rather than the sort that were used in the recent Bournemouth which has been declared since American Press confirmed that the German Luftwaffe was engaged in a heavy campaign over London, Paris and Antwerp, killing a number of people and damaging many property.

The UN Rotor Air force announced that twenty-three P-17 Pitchers had made a successful flight across the English channel and later landed in France, and that one of the fighters was killed by the French upon the approach of the German plane at low altitude.

The RAF announced that it had been estimated that the German planes were not over the target by more than five minutes, and that the target had been reached at the correct altitude. The German pilots had been successful in reaching the target with their only loss being a fighter plane, which was killed in action.

The RAF announced that the Germans had destroyed the fighter plane at low altitude, and that the German pilots had been successful in reaching the target with their only loss being a fighter plane, which was killed in action.

The RAF announced that the Germans had destroyed the fighter plane at low altitude, and that the German pilots had been successful in reaching the target with their only loss being a fighter plane, which was killed in action.